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The study of theories discussing start and evolution of Urdu

language becomes very important. Firstly these theories discuss the

language itself and secondly they have provided a significant

content to the Urdu language research. Meer Aman is considered

pioneer in this regard as he declared Urdu a camp and mixed

language in the preface of his famous book "Bagh-o-Bahar" in

1801. Meer Aman's theory inspired many followers even some

major orientalists and linguists like Sir G A Grierson. In the first

half of 20th century some important theories also evolved, which

presented different approaches towards Urdu. After 1947 it

continued and new theories about the start and evolution of Urdu

offered within Pakistan. These theories mostly trying to find

relations between Urdu and Pakistani Lands and languages. In this

article theories have been analyzed which are discussing Urdu and

Balochistan. 
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